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1. ABSTRACT 
Flexible manufacturing cells for assembly are beginning to 
be implemented in industry. These assembly cells bring 
together programmable robots, material transfer devices, 
and other special purpose equipment for the purpose of 
assembling a group of related parts, often called a part 
family. The interactions that result from bringing 
together multiple devices and systems to form an assembly 
cell, require coordination and control. As a result, 
control systems are developed to manage the cell through 
the coordination and integration of the cell's components. 
This thesis begins with an examination of cellular 
manufacturing in which cellular manufacturing is defined 
relative to assembly cells and cell control. The nature 
of asse•bly is investigated in order to id•ntify the 
ansembly i~sues which are pertinent to flexible 
manufacturing and cell control. In an effort to 9ain • 
deeper in•ight into ••s•flbly cell•, a detailed study is 
made of an A~selllbly coll currently botno 1,nplOM«Pntod in a 
manuf41ctur a n9 f lrS1.. Tho htOt"'drchtcal control th•ory being 
davelopod by the lndu•trul sv,ttM9. Oavhuon at tho 
National Bureau of Standards is discussed, and some basic 
principles of hierarchical control are used as the 
foundation for an assembly cell control structure. Then 
the concepts of hierarchical control, flexible 
manufacturing, and assembly, are used to develop a layered 
control structure for assembly cells. This control 
structure provides the logical framework necessary for the 
development of assembly cell control systems which are 
easily maintained and modified. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
New more competitive markets are forcing modern 
manufactures to operate within a set of constraints that 
seem to keep tightening. Productivity growth has slowad, 
labor rates have increased, customers are demanding higher 
quality products and shorter lead times, interest rates 
have risen into a new operating range, and the cost of 
carrying inventory is becoming prohibitive. As a result, 
todays manufacturing firms are looking for innovative new 
solutions to a set of problems which are no longer 
tolerable. These solutions will require the development 
of new manufacturing systems which will be capable of 
achieving; significant productivity increases, 
improvements in quality, improvem•nts in the utilization 
of capital, and meaningful reductions in inventory. 
Coincident with the changing economic environaent has been 
the development of programmable automation. Progra .. ablo 
automation has been dav•lop.cf to provide the flexibility 
and ad4ptability required in today•s manufacturing 
onviron111ant. Progr«1nwnabla o,uto111ation is 1napecially well 
~uitod for botch ••nuf.ac::turing wtuw@ the ht<;ah co•t of 
............ 
special-purpose automated equipment can not be justified. 
Some forms of programmable automation such as NC 
(numerically controlled) machining have been in use for 
some time and are becoming mature technologies. However, 
other forms of programmable automation are just beginning 
to be applied to manufacturing in meaningful numbers. 
Robotics is one of these technologies. As technological 
improvements continue to be made in the field of robotics, 
these tools are being applied in increasing numbers. 
Although today the majority of robot implementations fall 
within a few application areas like simple material 
handling, welding, machine tending, and painting, there is 
a move to begin to apply them in other areas, such as 
assembly. It is becoming clear that progranuaable devices, 
like robots, will be the key ingredients in new 
manufacturing systems. 
The concept of cellular manufacturing is being used to 
bring together an assortment of equip•ent for the purpose 
of manufacturing a group of related parts, often c•lled a 
part family. Cellular manufacturtno ts b•sed on concepts 
founded in what in now c•lled group technology. AutOfflatlPd 
..... a•1urn"\bJ.}' • .r.:JPJJ9 ,.,:..t~P. ou• ... 01 -~he necJ..."lo i,aprov• '"th'fll "" 
products vity of batch ,UHll!ttnbl y. Typi caJJ y, "aoe,at>J y coll• 
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contain programmable robots, material handling devices, 
and other special purpose equipment. 
The interactions that result from bringing together 
multiple devices and systems to form an assembly cell, 
require coordination and control. As a result, some sort 
of control system is developed to provide the coordination 
and integration necessary to transform a collection of 
loosely related equipment into a smoothly operating 
integrated assembly cell. Cell control systems for 
automated assembly cells and the control system 
structure are the major topics addressed in this 
thesis. 
This thesis will begin with an examination of cellular 
manufacturing. Then the nature of assembly is 
investigated in order to identify the a5sembly issues 
pertinent to cell control. This is followed by a detailed 
study of an assembly cell which is in the process of being 
implemented by a small parts manuf•cturing firm. This 
cell is used to illustrate one type of ••••mbly cell b•ing 
implemented in industry today, and provides another 
....... ,.,..,, - ... ~ I T-·-·· -" . ~·•-" .. . -0 
opportunity to·!'oent1fy 'fmportant cont'rol 'issues. Then 
the concepts developed in previous s&ctions •re usctd to 
···-· 
__ .,_ ·-· 
develop a multi-layer cell control structure. This paper 
concludes with several recommendations for further study. 
.... -.--... -· ... '= .. -. 
-·-
._.--..-... ~ .... -·~ ......... ,___. 
3. THESIS OBJECTIVES 
The objective of this thesis is to develop a control 
architecture for assembly cells. The cell control system 
structure should support the development of control 
systems which are easily maintained and modified. The 
control structure should be capable of growing with the 
cell as new capabilities and new devices are included in 
the cell, and should be designed so as to facilitate its 
integration as part of larger CIH systems. 
It is important to note that this cell control 
architecture is a logical structure. It is intended to 
provide an approach to the design of a control syste• 
that reduces complekity and results in sy&tl!fls that are 
flexible and adaptable. It is not the objective of this 
work to define impl•~entation, and iB&ues such as the 
,select!:::. ot ar,propriate hardwarEP, wHl not bR discussed. 
Tho v&ry pow.r of• ~uch a logical control structure i• 
that whtl• providinQ a structured approach to cell control 
§yGtO$ davoloptlOnt, sy§tt!ffi dev•loper• are frfHf to 
1mpl.,.rmt c .. n·tr-o! an thi, t1.·•v that best *"'t• the nndi. of 
thff coll. ht1uo• involv&nq u1plttattntation, •uch 4\i thtt 
., 
hardware/software boundary, will change with time as 
hardware capabilities expand and new software approaches 
and programming languages become available. Thus, the 
intent is to develop a logical control structure which is 
useful, yet is able to accommodate several generations of 
implementation. 
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4. CELLULAR MANUFACTURING 
Cellular manufacturing systems have emerged as an 
alternativa. to the more traditional forms of 
manufacturing. Cellular manufacturing combines processes, 
people, and machines in order to manufacture a specific 
group of parts, often called a part family.Cl] A 
manufacturing cell is defined as a cluster or collection 
of machines designed and arranged to produce a specific 
group of parts. A flexible manufacturing system (FMS> can 
then be defined as a highly automated cellular 
manufacturing system. Some of the benefits of cellular 
manufacturing systems are: t2,3l 
* increased productivity 
* improved quality 
• reduced inventories 
* reduced work in process 
t reduced manufacturing lead times 
i increased utilization of capital 
* improved management control 
• improved quality of work lif• for employ••• 
Huch of th@ early work in c•llular manufacturing wa•, and 
9 
continues to be, directed toward machining cells. Typical 
machining cells contain one or more NC-machine tools which 
are serviced by robots. The robots perform such tasks as 
tool changing and part loading and unloading. 
Kusiak has developed an FMS classification scheme which is 
oriented toward machine tool systems.[4] He divides an 
FMS into five classes based on the number of numerically 
controlled <NC> stations and their arrangements 
1) flexible manufacturing module 
2) flexible manufacturing cell 
3) flexible manufacturing group 
4) flexible production system 
S> flexible production line 
A flexible manufacturing module (FHH> is defined by Kusiak 
as an NC-machine tool which is further automated by a tool 
loader, a pallet loader, or both. A flexible 
manufacturing cell <FMC> consists of multiple NC-machine 
tools which are enhanced with automatic loadino 
capabilitie•• ln both an FMM and an F~C th• automatic 
loading functions ar• oftan p•rform&d by a robot. Kusiak 
co ,tinues by drtfinin9 a floxible manuf•cturing group (Ft1G> 
~s A coll@ction of FHH's and FHC's which arw joined by a 
10 
material handling system. The FMB also operates under 
computer control. A flexible production system (FPS) 
consists of FMM's whose functions vary among machining, 
assembly, and fabrication. Kusiak concludes by defining a 
flexible manufacturing line (FML> as a set of NC-machine 
tools joined by a material handling system. 
4.1. GROUP TECHNOLOGY AND CELLULAR MANUFACTURING 
A total systems approach must be used in the design and 
development of manufacturing c•lls to insure the 
flexibility required by an increasingly dynamic 
environment. An important aide in the development of 
flexible manufacturing systems is group technology. Group 
technology is a systems based rationale which id1tntifies 
and exploits the sameness of the items and processes u•ed 
in manufacturing.CtJ 
One of the obj1PCtives in •pplyino group t•chnology is to 
or9anize p•rts and ce>a1ponents into graops or fa•ilies. A 
classification and coding system is used to foraulate th9 
part famlli&s. Before part fa•ilies CAI\ be for..ct a part 
dat~base eust be ._t•bltsh•d· Thi• database may contain 
1nforeatlon •uch 4SJ p•rt nu-.bor, QOCWM1try, .. t.,...ial, 
function, procoso equip,aont, -.achano ut1Ji:Ation, .nd 
II 
operating procedures.[4,5J 
Once the data has been collected a coding scheme, based 
upon the characteristics with which parts are classified, 
is used to formulate a code for each part or component. 
Coding systems can be tailored to meet the objectives of 
the particular firm. For example, firm A may want its 
coding system to aid in the reduction of design 
replications. This coding system would eaiphasize geometry 
and functionality. Now suppose that firm B wants its 
coding system to aid in the development of production 
plans and routings, its coding system will place emphasis 
on the production processes for each part. 
Once a database of coded parts exists, the data contained 
within each part's group technology code can be used to 
build families of parts. Once part families have been 
created in a systematic manner, the process of developing 
a manufacturing cell has been simplified. All of the 
information used in the classification proceBs and 
contained within tho part code, fores a s•t of 
~pacifications for the manufacturing cell being d•v•lopvd 
for a particular family or f4milios. As a re11ult, oroup 
t•chnoJagy provide• the opportunity to analyze Qeoa.try, 
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process, and material information for a family of parts 
during the design and development of a flexible 
manufacturing cell. In essence group technology concepts 
can be used to provide a systematic approach toward the 
development of part families for which flexible 
manufacturing systems can be developed. 
4.2. ATTRIBUTES OF MANUFACTURING CELLS 
Manual operations provide flexibility without consistency 
and speed. Hard automation provides speed and consistency 
without flexibility.[3) Cellular manufacturing is a 
manufacturing philosophy aimed at providing consistency, 
flexibility, and speed in what can be called a flexible 
manufacturing system CFMS). A total systems approach to 
cellular manufacturing will provide the means to: increase 
productivity, improve quality, reduce inventories and work 
in process, reduce manufacturing lead times, increase 
utilization of capital, improve ~anage•ent control, and 
tmpr·ovc the quality of wor·I,: life far e"'J)loyees. 
Tho flrndblc, tn fleinblu m.muft1cturing uynt•ms aean& th•t 
the r.ul 1 tnu'!\l be c,1pablr, of m<1nufacturin9 d cla,a or 
fttmtly of par·t-o with '!llmalar goOfflotry, proco••••• .tnd 
l J. 
material characteristics. It means that part change-overs 
are simple and setup time is minimal. In order to reduce 
inventory and work-in-process, batch sizes have to be 
reduced. As batch sizes are reduced part change-overs 
become more frequent and setup time is distributed across 
fewer parts. It quickly becomes evident that in order to 
economically reduce batch sizes set up time must be 
reduced and if possible eliminated. This al90 means that 
new approaches to tooling and fixtures ~ust be developed. 
Tooling must be easy to change and when ever possible it 
must be designed so as to be suitable for a complete part 
family, thereby relieving the need for a tool change. As 
the adage goes, "reduce, simplify, and eliminate". We 
would do well to re-learn this lesson that we taught so 
well to the Japanese. 
Flexible also means that the devices which make up th• 
cell are intelligent and progra~able. Program•able 
devices such dS NC-Machine tools and robots can b• 
instructed to process a different part in• part fa~1ly by 
prov1d1n9 tht< devaco with cl nt.tW pro(Jram .. Fhncib1l1ty cr1n 
be Cl<tf.>ndod cvon furthor by Addinq 1u.mum·y and 
r;ommunic:.it1on Cilpflhilil1•~, to th11t dwvices. With !itttrnory 
t1mJ cOltWl!UrH c"U on t:e1pabil & tl tt'1 the duvt co HI o11bll-t to 
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gather more information about its environment and better 
control it process. Communication capabilities also 
permit controlled interaction between various devices 
within the cell as well as providing for control at the 
cell level. 
4.3. CELLULAR MANUFACTURING DEFINED 
For the purpose of this work it was necessary to develop a 
definition for cellular manufacturing which is not 
restricted only to machining but which is general enough 
to include fabrication and assembly. 
Groover's definition of a flexible manufacturing system 
CFMS) is used to define cellular manufacturing. According 
to Groover, an FHS coosists of a group of processing 
stations which operate9 as an integrated system under 
computer control.C2J 
The concept of cellular manufacturing i5 clo•ely coupl•d 
to group technology. Cellul&r aanufacturing coabtne• 
peopl•, procen~eg, and •achinaB to fOf"• •n Fl'fS to 
•4nufacturv a ~pacific group of parts, often c4lled a part 
famaly. A ~~nuf~cturtno cell of tht~ type as 
ch~racter1zod by thou~~ of tnt•lllgont pr09r.-..blo 
15 
devices, the use of computer control at the station/device 
level as well as at the cell level, the use of sensors, 
the interconnection of devices for communication, and by a 
cell level interface to human operators and other factory 
systems. 
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5. ASSEMBLY CELLS 
Today automated assembly is most frequently associated 
with hard automation and serial assembly lines, such as 
those which are found in the automotive industry, 
appliance industry, and other industries which manufacture 
high volumes of assembled parts. These systems have 
evolved out of the concepts of standardized parts and 
serial moving assembly lines introduced by Eli Whitney and 
Henry Ford. As new technology was introduced it was 
possible to begin to automate the simpler asse~bly tasks 
and reduce the direct labor required for assembly. With 
the advent of pneumatic and electronic logic it became 
possible to automate more compleK assembly tasks and hard 
automation became even tDOre ca.man place.C6J 
Generally, this kind of assembly auto••tion is only 
suitable for high volufMP products that exhibit relatively 
little change during th• product life cycle. The 
gignifscdnt inve•tmant in equipaent, system develop-.nt 
timo, 11nd the lc1ck of fl•>dbility ••sociated with hM'd 
.1utCA..a.tVffl'r -.1si:r.oc.bI·1t ,-;;t.k--t t i,1•ppropria ~-tor b11tch 
•anuf•cturino. Wherv p•rts •r• •Miuf•cturttd ln b•tches 
J7 
----
and part changeovers are frequent, assembly is primarily a 
manual operation. According to Westinghouse statistics, 
batch manufacturing accounts for 757. of all manufacturing 
and 227. percent of the U.S. gross national product.[7] At 
the same time it has been estimated that assembly 
operations account for the largest portion, 22X, of the 
total labor costs for all durable goods.CB] Surely batch 
manufacturing offers many opportunities for increased 
productivity through new forms of flexible automation. 
With the development of advanced programmable robots and 
inexpensive microcomputers comes the potential for 
flexible automated assembly. Todays advAnced robotic and 
computer technology, when coupled with a total syste.s 
approach to control, permit the development of automated 
assembly systems which are flexible enough to economically 
assemble small batches of parts. These assembly ayste•s 
are being developed to assemble groups of similar parts 
called part families. A recent survey shows that robots 
arc axpacted to play a maJor role in ass..t>ly in the 
comino ye~rs. In 1980 six percent of SOIH.7 5,000 robots at 
worJ.; in tho U.S. were usod an 4.U.&attftlbly, .and proJecttoms 
indicate 37'.t of an ostimatad 100,000 robotu will be ustJd 
in 4~9ttmbly by 1990.C?l 
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5.1. TYPES OF ASSEMBLY 
Assembly is the fitting together of component parts. This 
includes mating and joining. Parts may be mechanically 
fastened through the use of screws, nuts, rivets, and 
other assembly operations such as press fitting, swaging, 
and staking. Parts may also be joined through processes 
such as welding, brazing, soldering, and adhesive bonding. 
Automatic assembly is a term that refers to the use of 
mechanized and automated devices to replace manual 
assembly operations. Hard automation in serial asse~bly 
lines is just one type of automated assembly. Another 
form of automated assembly deals with the assembly of 
parts consisting of a relatively small number of 
components. Assembly of these parts 15 manageable within 
the confines a of single assembly ~ach1ne. Groover takes 
this perspective in his discussion of automatic assembly 
•achines. Groover explains that automated ass&ffibly 
machines typically consist of a transfer syate•, auta.attc 
workstations, and a eanual assvebly station. The 
Autom4tic workst4tiono typically consist of CQl!Ponent 
······¥•· ..... 
p•rt~ storogw, fcading, and orittntlng ,..ch•ni•~~. Th• 
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, .. _ ... 
mechanize are performed by humans at the manual 
station.[2] 
Here again automatic assembly machines exhibit many of the 
same problems associated with large serial hard automation 
assembly lines. Automatic assembly machines lack the 
flexibility required to assemble batch volume products 
which are also characterized by frequent design changes. 
These machines also represent a significant capital 
investment which often renders them unsuitable for 
products with a short life cycle. 
The integration of advanced programmabl• robots, computer 
control, sophisticated material handling systems, co~plex 
sensory sy5tems, and fixed automation, can yield assembly 
systems which are both flexible and adaptable. These 
adaptable programmable asse~bly systems will be capable of 
assembling whole part families as well as being able to be 
adapted to new product designs. With 22% of the total 
labor cost for all durable goods attributed to &ss•mbly, 
these systems have the potential for lar9e p•yoffs. 
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5.2. ASSEMBLY CELL COMPONENTS 
In chapter four cellular manufacturing was defined as a 
system combining people, processes, and machines for the 
purpose of producing a specific group of relatmd parts. 
Such systems were said, to be characterized by the use of 
intelligent programmable devices, the use of computer 
control, the use of sensors, the interconnection of 
devices for communication, and by a cell level interface 
to human operators and other factory systems. Such 
systems whose purposes are to as6emble a group of related 
parts are called assembly cells. Typical assembly cells 
consist of robots, material handling systems, parts 
feeding and orienting systems, computers, cell and device 
control systems, and special purpose work stations. 
5.2.1. ROBOTS 
Certainly there is a whole spectrum of robots, frOtl simple 
pick and place robots to complex six axes robots with 
sophisticated grippers. Gener.ally, •or• degree• of 
freedom ""1an •ore capability, therefore tho•• robots •t 
ttm high end of lhe spectru• contribute, mo5t ta thu 
flv><ibll1ty of,.,, ausct•bly c•ll. Work batng don• at: the 
llnl vor,a,Hy of f1ag••chu••t:t• hoMl indi c•t•d that • two aria, 
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four degrees of freedom robot is a basic require~ent for 
assembly.[11J As these new robot designs emerge and are 
incorporated into automated assembly systems, it will 
become feasible to automate more and more manual assembly 
tasks. 
A robot»s effectiveness is often limited by the end of arm 
tooling or gripper. For this reason part handling tools 
(grippers) are being researched in the hopes of designing 
more versatile grippers capable of serving a variety of 
assembly needs. Three finger grippers, four finger 
grippers, and grippers with reconfigurable fingers are all 
being investigated.[111 According to Mutter, compliant 
mountings such as RCC <Remote Compliant Centers) devices 
are a must when a part or parts have to be inserted or 
fitted into another. These devices help to correct for 
misplacements and misalignment.(121 
Advanced progra$mable robots provide much of the 
flokibillty and adapt•biltty tn an autDlftat•d ••••.t>ly 
call. Much of tht• fl•Mabtllty is achivved bocauua a 
robot can bo directod to c•rry out diff•renl task• by 
fflmi,ly provtdln9 th~ robot controllDf'" w1 th dlff9f"'nnt 
proqr•••· To• l4rg• wxtont, robot flvwability can b• 
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measured by haw easily the robot is programmed. Off-line 
programming and robot program simulation systems are 
adding to the flexibility of robots. Just as the physical 
and mechanical properties of robots are continually being 
improved, so are robot programming languages.C10J 
Advances in high level programming languages for robots 
will continue to increase the flexibility and inherent 
adaptability of assembly systems containing robots. 
At times there is a tendency to view the robot and the 
robot controller as two separate devic&s. This is a 
result of the advances in robot controllers that enable 
not only high level robot programming but additional 
ancillary device communication and control. This has lead 
to the practice of using the robot controller to control 
other devices in th& manufacturing cell. Although this 
may be a satisfactory solution in a few cases it should 
not become a standard control strategy. This will be 
discussed at greater length later. 
5.2.2. FEEDERS/ ORIENTERS 
Hechanizod ausembly processcH, 9•nerally require th•t 
co,npon@nt part5 aro prauonted to an 4Dsofflbly work•tation 
in the, proper or-tent .. tton. ·rho v.triety of dtf htrent 
component geometries is often a problem in the design of 
feeding/orienting mechanisms for automated assembly 
systems. Often new feeding/orienting solutions must be 
developed for each component part. Many times parts 
feeders must deliver parts at high rates of speed and with 
high reliability.C2,12l If a part feeder goes down, tha 
system will be starved of the component part and will be 
forced to either produce inco~plete assemblies or stop 
operation. 
Parts feeding and orientation has a major impact on the 
flexibility of assembly cells. Conventional parts feeding 
and orienting mechanisms, such as vibratory bowl fe•ders, 
represent significant investments and oifer only limited 
flexibility. Additionally, it is common to use specially 
designed jigs and fixtures to precisely locate component 
parts. Many times the investment in these fixtures is 
significant and design changes to the part being fed and 
located mean sometime& costly modification or replac•ment 
of such tooling, thereby limiting flexibility. 
ff truly flexible anuembly systams •ra to be implem1tnted, 
flexible parts feeding and ori9flting systems c•pable of 
feodinq multiple parts muut b~ d•~elopwd. Gcmor"ic tool1no 
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which is suitable for whole part families and which can be 
easily reconfigured or modified must also be developed. 
The tooling issue can be regarded as more of an attitude 
toward the design. Clearly, the flexibility of assembly 
systems can be improved today, without gignificant 
technical innovations, if design philosophies are adopted 
which emphasize flexibility. Group technology concepts 
provide much of the foundation for such design 
philosophies. Surely it is much easier to design 
flexibility into tooling by exploiting the similarities 
found in a well defined group of parts which have been 
identified and collected using group technology 
techniques. 
Much of the inflexibility of existing feeding and 
orienting systems can be removed through the use of 
sensors and programmable feeding systef'lS. One approach is 
to feed parts without regard to orientation. Then a 
sensor system ts used to sense the part's orientation. 
The part's orientation is than provided to the robot which 
can orient the part priOf"" to tho acsombly op•ratton. It 
io poustble to denign •uch systoau so thAt st"'J>lO 
or umt,1ti ont. for a family of rol •t•d part• aro obt•i nwd by 
tho frmdi ng 11och4n l Sm, And thon a -attnut no uyutttfll t • usod 
in conjunction with the robot to obtain the final 
orientation required for assembly. These systems offer 
extended flexibility in that the sensors can be easily 
reconfigured for different parts, and the robot can be 
provided a new program. The philosophy behind 
programmable feeders is, a low cost device capable of 
feeding a wide variety of parts into the correct 
orientation ready for pickup by a robot arm. Work under 
way at the University of Massachusetts is investigating 
modifications to a moving belt system originally designed 
by G. Boothroyd. This feeder system is based on two 
parallel moving belts, a set of mechanical orienters, and 
a sensor system. Both an active and a passive system are 
being investigated. In the active syste~ a part's 
orientation is determined by sensors, and then naechanical 
orienting devices are manipulated to put the part into the 
required orientation. The passive system eimply detacts 
orientation and rejects those component parts which Are 
improperly oriented.C11l 
For flexible assembly systvmn for batch Manufacturing to 
b•come A reality, there .u•t bo innovation in part§ 
f~oding and orientation. Thio innov•tson -..st lwad to 
floxtbility, 4dapt•billty. •nd th• incroasod uttlt:•lton 
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of the capital applied to feeding and orienting. 
5.2.3. SPECIAL PURPOSE WORKSTATIONS 
It is not uncommon for asse~bly cells to include other 
operations which are normally performed just prior or just 
after assembly. Examples of such operations include metal 
forming, plastic molding, drilling and tapping, printing, 
and various inspection operations.C2J These workstations 
must be designed and implemented so that they are flexible 
and adaptable. If not, they will severely reduce the 
flexibility of entire assembly system. 
5.2.4. ·coMPUTERS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Computers and control systems are used in asserably cells 
for device control and cell management. A robot is a 
complex device and control of the motion of a robot arm 
requires significant computational capability. For this 
rP.ason various types of computers are being used as robot 
controllers. Computers are also being used to control a 
variety of other devico& and systems such a• auta..atic 
guadod vehtcles, matertal handling systems, and inspection 
gymtems. TheGo coeputvru and thair control 5oftwar• Are 
unu,,1 l y bul 19 utmd for low levol machino or dovace 
control. 
Other more complex computers and control software are 
being used to manage the assembly cell. These computers 
and control systems manage the integrated assembly cell as 
a system comprised of various devices and subsystems. The 
cell control system allocates resources, sequences cell 
activities, coordinates devices, provides an interface to 
the operator and other factory systems, and responds to 
errors. Cell control will be discussed at greater length 
later in this paper. 
5.3. ASSEMBLY CELL CONFIGURATIONS 
Cell configuration refers to the organization of cell 
components and their associated task assignments. To a 
large extent, the types of robots and their configuration 
within the assembly cell, determine the cell's 
cdpabilities. There are two basic cell configurations, 
sorial and parallel. 
S.3.1. SERIAL LINES 
In ~ttrlal cell conf19ur4tions th• 4asDabJy fflOvar. in a 
flwed n•qyonce lhr'OU(Jh a nnr&o• of workstAtlomi each of 
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which performs its assigned task, see figure 5-1. A 
workstation contains a robot or some other special purpose 
device. In electronics manufacturing typical serial 
systems transport the product from workstation to 
workstation by means of a conveyor and precision pallets. 
At each station the pallet is stopped, precisely located, 
and an operation is performed on the product.Col The 
cycle time for serial lines is equal to the sum of the 
cycle time at the slowest station plus the transfer time 
between stations. Usually each workstation performs a 
single task or several simple tasks and proper line 
balancing is required to achieve high device utilization. 
Since each workstation performs a different task or tasks, 
all stations must be operational for the cell to be 
operating, unless work-in-process buffers are placed 
between workstations. 
5.3.2. PARALLEL LINES 
Parallel configurations consists of idantical 
workst•tions. Each workstation within th• cell perfor•• 
all the operationu asGigned to th~ cell, etrt1 f1gura 3-2. 
Within the r•ll on• product will pass through one 
workst~t1on •nd tho next product may pass through• 
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different workstation. The workstations within a parallel 
configuration use advanced high capability robots to 
perform multiple tasks at a single workstation.[6J 
Workstations in a parallel configuration are much more 
complex than the workstations in a serial configuration 
because each workstation performs all the tasks assigned 
to the cell. The basic distinction is that serial lines 
use many low capability robots to do single tasks while 
parallel lines use a few high capability robots to do all 
the tasks. Of course this is the extreme and many times 
it will be beneficial for each parallel section in a 
parallel configuration to use more than one robot just as 
it may be beneficial for workstations in a serial line to 
be assigned multiple tasks. 
Parallel lines produce finished parts at r•te equal to the 
product of the number of parallel workstations •nd the 
rate of a single work station. An assembly cell in a 
parallel configuration c•n continue to operate as long as 
there 1s at lwast one operable workstation. 
Thorc, •ro advanto1qo• 4nd di s.advi1ntaoes to both 
conf&(Jur•ttom;. P•rt tran•port requir•-·c• are or••t...-
wtth ••r1•l c:onf1gurationu And paralhtl conftgur•Uon11 
require more expensive robots with advanced capabilities. 
Soldner and Spitznagel demonstrate that the major 
advantage of parallel assembly lines is the flexibility to 
increase and decrease capacity in small increments 
consistent with requirements.Cb] This advantage is 
realized for products where demand begins low, increases 
until it remains constant for some time, and then drops 
off at the end of the product 7 s life cycle, see figure 
5-3. In contrast, serial lines do not facilitate small 
incremental increases and decreases in capacity. When 
demand is less than the level designed for, serial lines 
are under utilized. Serial lines tend to be better suited 
for products that exhibit constant demand throughout the 
product life cycle. 
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6. A ROBOTIC ASSEMBLY CELL 
An automated assembly cell was studied as part of this 
research toward developing a cell level control structure 
for automated assembly cells. The cell was examined in 
detail along with the parts targeted for assembly in the 
cell. The existing manual assembly operations were also 
studied. This chapter provides a detailed description of 
the automated assembly cell in an effort to identify the 
issues important to effective cell control, and at the 
same time provide an illustration of one type of assembly 
cell being developed today. 
6.1. RESEARCH APPROACH 
The study of the assembly cell project b•g•n with an 
attempt to gain a thorough understanding of the product, 
the existing assembly process, and the propos~d assembly 
cell. A list of questions wa• prepared whose answers 
would bo91n to provide tho basic inforfflation required to 
1dontify dnd undor9tand tho leportant issues in the 
do~agn, do~~loptMtnt, ~nd impl.,...ntation of the •••INllbly 
c@ll. Th~ following aro oxa~ln~ of •oao of th• 
ciial;t ~ ti omu 
1. What is the existing assembly process? 
2. Is there any tooling used in the assembly process 
and if there is, what specific function does it 
provide? 
3. What are the quality assurance measures taken by 
the operators doing the manual assembly? 
4. What kinds of problems do the operators 
experience during assembly? 
5. What do the operators do to overcome assembly 
problems? 
6. Are there operator actions which aid in the 
asseGlbly operation but which would normally not 
be identified as part of the assembly operation? 
7. What are the quality levels of the subassemblies 
and component parts? 
8. What kind of component part inspection is 
performed and who does it? 
9. What sub•fiseebly and coanponent part 
chJr·actor i st i cs are i nspected/twstod? 
10. Wh•t. tf any, ch•no•• to th• product are pl•nncrd 
to focilatate tho 1mpl••tH1tation of auto-..ted 
afi~oabl Y°' 
11. Wall v•lGtlnq toolano bo uced tn the, •uloalitwd 
assembly cell and if so, how will it have to be 
modified? 
Numerous plant visits were made in order to interview the 
plant personnel who manufactured and assembled the parts. 
Data was gathered concerning the details of each of the 
assembly operations as well as the fabrication of certain 
subassemblies and components which are critical in the 
final assembly process. 
Each engineering function connected with the product was 
interviewed, this included the plant engineer at the site 
where the product is being assembled, the manufacturing 
engineering staff, and the engineer who has responsibility 
for the product. Quality assurance engineers wera also 
interviewed and the test/inspection processes for the 
product and its component parts wer~ investig•ted. 
Operator9 were queutioned about the assembly, and tilMf was 
spont obsorvi ng the operator• a11 they perforia.ed th& cianual 
.11:usemhl y oper.1t iomi. 
6.Z. PART FAMILY 
Tho aut.Offt4tic ,urnrt•bly c•ll IG boanQ dov-olopltd to do th• 
fin,.11 ·~•Oilbly for .1 p,1rt f••Uy tdlOf"O bOC,lllU•ct of tho 
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variations in subassemblies, there are 10 part numbers for 
each physical configuration. At present final assembly of 
this part family is manual. 
6.3. PART STRUCTURE 
Relative to the final assembly, the various parts in this 
family are differentiated dimensionally. Part height is 
the first dimension which distinguishes between various 
part configurations. Part height is some multiple, n, of 
the fundamental part height and the final assembly 
operation is different for each configuration. The second 
dimension which differs among various configur•tions is 
part length. For each part height there are m part 
lengths. The width of the part is common in all part 
numbers. Figure 6-1 gives a graphical represent•tion of 
the important dimensional variations within the part 
family relative to the final assembly. 
6.4. PART COMPONENTS 
Each part configur•tion in •••entiolly • stacked ••••.t>ly. 
Asovaably b99tns with J ~ub••••ablaos and k coaponcmt parts 
aru •dd•d alono ono Axts. 
HEIGHT 
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For example, the the final assembly of one n height part 
consists of: 
(A) retainer top 
(B) insert, top 
(C) n height subassembly 
<D> insert, bottom 
On some part numbers fasteners are applied to the assembly 
to enhance its functionality. 
Both inserts, <B> and <D>, have holes which mate with 
features of the subassembly CC>. The insert CB> is held 
in place by the retainer <A> which fits over the insert 
and is joined to the subassembly <C> in a metal forming 
operation. There are m variations of inserts <D> which 
are joined to the subassembly. In one part a friction fit 
is used to join the insert CD> to the subassembly (C). In 
another part the insert CD> is fixed in place in an 
additional operation performed after final assembly. 
6.5. MANUAL ASSEMBLY 
The final assembly opaoration for the part family is 
manual. Operators asso•ble the pert by hand. 
operation required to Join • rctotn•r to the •uba1 s...t>ly. 
when needed. 
Subassemblies <C> come to the final assembly bench in 
trays. The subassemblies are placed in the tray after the 
prior operation and are oriented so that all the tops of 
the subassemblies are facing the same direction. There 
are no alignment features built into the design of the 
tray and the subassemblies are free to move. The other 
component parts, insert <B>, retainer <A>, and insert <D>, 
come to the assembly bench lose piece in boxes or bags. 
The assembly steps for then height part described earlier 
are: 
1. Align the insert (B) with the top of then 
height subassembly <C> and insert. 
2. Slide the retainer <A> over the insert <B> and 
onto the subassembly (C). 
3. Invert the a9sembly. 
4. Align the insert CD> with the bottom of the 
n height subasse.bly <C> and insert. 
5. Usa the tiemiautOfflatic forming tool to Join the 
rotatner (A) to tho n hotght •ub•••aet>ly <C). 
Th• tool •1 so stH1ht th• J mu,rt (0) anto 
1 I 
position. 
6. Use a semiautomatic tool to apply the fasteners 
to those parts that require them. 
6.6. PART MARKING 
Part marking will be included as one of the operations in 
the automatic assembly cell. The amount of information 
which is printed determines how many sides of the part 
will be marked. Some parts can accommodate two lines of 
print on one face but other parts requiring two lines of 
print must be marked on opposite sides. Some of the 
smaller parts require marking on four sides but this is 
only done when the print will not fit on the sides along 
the length of the part. The automatic assembly cell is 
being designed with the capability of marking parts along 
their length. Those parts which require aarking on the 
ends of the part will h4ve this marking done as an 
additional operation outside th& cell. 
6.7. OPERATOR INTRINSICS 
In oil but thv most §,mplintic -.nuAl operations there •ro 
4Cttonn porfor•od by opar4t0f"s ...tlich ••ko th• work ••••or• 
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improve productivity, and often enhance product quality, 
but which were not identified when the operation was 
defined by the process or methods engineer. While 
studying the manual assembly operation for this part 
family it was our objective to identify those kinds of 
actions in order that their impact on the automatic 
assembly process might be analyzed. These kinds of 
operator adjustments will be called "operator intrinsics". 
The following is a list of operator intrinsics which were 
observed. 
1. When mating an insert with a subassembly the op•rator 
often Jiggles the insert until the features of the 
subassembly are aligned with the holes in th• insert 
so that insert can be slid into position. 
2. Frequently the operator i• unable to align th• holes 
in a ins•rt with the faatur•s in a sub••••ably. When 
thlu occurn the operator exAminas tho 9ubansltelbJy And 
1f posnible realignn those faatur•• whtch •re visably 
out of pona tt on. 
:3. Our i no "nsetat>l y th• opffl"Ator nbt•a ns c0111ponont p.arto 
froa baq• ,;,1ncJ boioi\1 ...,, ..... th~v •r• •tMN loco p&Kw. 
When the operator picks up a component part an 
automatic visual inspection is done. If there are 
obvious flaws in the component the component is 
discarded. 
4. At some point in the manufacture of subassemblies some 
of them are bent or twisted. The operator detects an 
irregular subassembly when inserting an insert. If 
the subassembly is bent or twisted the operator 
rejects the subassembly and places it in a rework or 
scrap bin. Sometimes the operator may attempt 
assembly with several inserts before deducing that the 
problem is an irregular subassembly. 
5. During the marking operation, the operator visu•lly 
inspects each part and as a result, is able to detect 
and correct problems. For example, if there was not 
sufficient ink on the print head it is iaN'Jediately 
apparent to the operator who can take the necessary 
corrective action. 
6. The fast~nerG are fed to the applicator free a 
vibratory bowl through a feed track. The f••tenltf"'s 
Cdn J•m in the fe•d tr•ck •nd •t•rve the •pplac•tor. 
Tho oporator detects And corrects fttetd track J•••· 
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The operator is also aware of parts which do not 
receive fasteners, even though the applicator cycled, 
and is able to assure that each assembly has the 
correct number of fasteners. 
6.8. EXISTING/ POTENTIAL ASSEMBLY PROBLEMS 
A potential problem for automatic assembly is the insert, 
which must mate with features in the subassembly. The 
operatar~s hand-eye coordination and sensory capabilities 
are hard to duplicate. The ability to jiggle the part in 
order to achieve alignment is difficult to do with 
automatic equipment although similar problems have been 
solved in printed circuit board population [13]. The fact 
that the subassembly features are sometimes misaligned 
further complicates this problem. 
As a result of the development work on the automated 
assembly cell, modifications to both parts have been 
investigated. Changes to the subasse•bly were not 
possible, but changas to the inserts have b••n prototyped. 
At the tiattt of this writing the results of teats on the 
modified insert design were not available. 
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6.9. AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY 
An automatic assembly cell is being developed to do the 
final assembly and marking of the part family described 
earlier in this paper. The major components of the cell 
are five programmable robots, an asynchronous conveyor 
transfer system, component parts feeders, five special 
purpose work stations, and a cell control computer and 
software system. 
6.9.1. ROBOTS 
Five SCARA (selective compliance assembly robot arm> class 
robots will be used in the cell. These robots are fully 
programmable and have their own controller. The 
controller is a microprocessor running under a single 
tasking operating system. The robot can communicate with 
other devices through a number of interfaces; an RS232 
port, 24 digital input/output lines, a print.,. int•rface, 
and a cassette interface. 
6.9.2. ASYNCHRONOUS CONVEYOR 
An asynchronous conveyor transfer •v•t .. will b• ualfd to 
tranuport the assetably from st11tion to •tation within tho 
col 1. Tho convoyor •v•t.- , • conf l gured froa •• k 
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independent straight sections each with its own 
continuously moving drive belt. Pallets will be used to 
carry the parts on the conveyor. All turns in the 
conveyor system are 60 degrees and no input/output control 
is required for a pallet to make a turn. The pallets are 
positioned at a work station with a "v" block which 
locates a pin protruding from the bottom of the pallet. 
Each pallet is designed to accommodate two assemblies. 
6.9.3. SPECIAL PURPOSE WORK STATIONS 
Five special purpose work stations will be used in the 
automatic assembly cell. The first station will apply the 
primer required for part marking. The second special 
purpose station will join the retainers to the subassembly 
in a metal forming operation. The third special purpose 
station will be a print head used to mark th9 parts. The 
fourth station will be a drying tunnel and the fifth 
special purpose station will apply the fasteners. 
6.9.4. COHPONENT PARTS FEEDERS 
One feador bowl d•sign will bv used to f••d •11 ret•iners 
ruqArdloss of lenoth. Throe l9trd•r bowl d••l9ns will b• 
roquared to fH<f 411 th• v•riDY• in•.,.t•.. Tho 
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subassemblies will be palletized in a prior operation and 
will be fed to the assembly cell with a pallet stacking 
mechanism. In all of these feeder orienter systems 
additional sensors will be used to sense part orientations 
not insured by the feeding system. It was more economical 
to sense part orientation and correct with a robot than to 
have the complete orienting capability designed into the 
feeder bowl systems. 
6.10. CELL LAYOUT 
The cell is made up of eight stations positioned along a 
hexagonal conveyor. The conveyor system will be closed 
and pallets will circulate asynchronously from station to 
station around the cell (see figure 6-2). 
The robots in the assembly cell will grip all coaponents 
and subassemblies across their width because width is the 
common dimension among all parte in the part f•mily. Th• 
part marking operation ls the only ti .. wht1n the p•rt will 
bu gripped acroos its length. 
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6.10.1. STATION 1 
Station 1 begins assembly by placing subassemblies <C> on 
the transfer system pallet. 
6.10.1.1 STATION 1 COMPONENTS 
Station 1 contains the following equipment: 
* 1 SCARA class robot 
* pallet stacking system 
* orientation sensing system 
Subassemblies are palletized in the operation prior to 
final assembly. The pallet stacking system is used to 
feed the pallets of subassemblies to station 1 during 
final assembly. 
6.10.l.2 STATION 1 TASKS 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
The pallet is stopped and locat•d. 
The robot mov•s to the pallet of suba•stHtblies 
supplied by the pall•t stacking syste• •nd picks 
up a subass•ably <C>. 
The robot pre~ents th• aub•ssltlrlbly to the 
ortontat1on sen&or ond ra•d• tho •ensor. If 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
necessary, the robot rotates the subassembly 180 
degrees (wrist rotation). 
The robot moves to the transfer system pallet 
and puts then height subassembly into the 
pallet fixturing. 
The pallet is released to the next station. 
6.10.2. STATION 2 
Station 2 is a special purpose station where the priming 
agent is applied to the part. The part travels on the 
conveyor with its length parallel to the direction of 
travel. The priming agent will be applied with a 
pneumatic applicator and the pallet will not be required 
to stop. The applicator will brush against the part and 
dispense the primer as the part moves past the station. 
The station will be capable of applying primer to both 
sides of the part at once. 
b.10.3. STATION 3 
Stdtion 3 is an assembly ~tation. An ineert <B> And 
rotaancr <A> ar~ added to• ~ubasse«bly <C> at th1w 
~t4tion. 
6.10.3.1 STATION 3 COMPONENTS 
Station 3 contains the following equipment: 
* 1 SCARA class robot 
* 2 insert feeder/orienter systems 
* 1 retainer feeder/orienter system 
6.10.3.2 STATION 3 TASKS 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
The pallet is stopped and located. 
a) The robot reads the orientation sensor to 
determine the presence and orientation of the 
insert CB> in the feed track. 
b> The robot picks up the insert <B> and moves 
to the pallet. During the move the insert is 
rotated 90 degrees to its proper orientation. 
c> The robot fits the insert (8) onto 
the subassembly CC>, already in place on the 
pallet. 
a> The robot r••ds the orientation sensor to 
deter•in• the pr•sonce •nd orient•tton of th• 
retaanor <A> in th• fattd tr•ck. 
Step 4. 
b) The robot picks up the retainer <A> and moves 
to the pallet. During the move the retainer is 
rotated 90 degrees to its proper orientation. 
c> The robot places the retainer over the insert 
<B> and onto the subassembly <C>, both of which 
are already in place on the pallet. 
The pallet is released to the next station. 
6.10.4. STATION 4 
A special purpose metal forming machine at station 4 
joins a retainer (A) to a subasseftlbly <C>. The assembly 
remains in the transfer pallet fixturing during the m&tal 
forming operation. 
The task sequenc~ at station 4 isi 
Step I. The pallet is stopped •nd located. 
Stop 2. Th11 for•ino ••chine cycl••· 
Stop 3. 
6.10.5. STATION 5 
Station 5 performs the marking operation. The station is 
being designed to print up to two lines. The two lines 
may be printed on one side of a part, or one line on each 
side of a part. 
6.10.5.1 STATION 5 COMPONENTS 
Station 5 contains the following components: 
* 1 SCARA class robot 
t 1 automatic print head 
In addition to the above equipment special purpose tooling 
is being designed to support the robot arm while the part 
is being printed. Because the robot must grip the part 
across its length and because the part l~gths v•ry 
significantly the station is being designed so that the 
robot wall be capable of changing its own gripper. 
6.10.5.2 STATION 5 TASKS 
Stop 1. 
nut robot aovoa to t.htt ..i•tlot •nd packn up •n 
lltltHH•bl y. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
a) The robot moves to the marking machine and 
presents the area to be printed. Tooling moves 
into place to support the robot arm and the 
print head cycles. 
b) If a second line of print is required the 
robot rotates the part 180 degrees (wrist 
rotation) and presents the opposite side 
of the part to the marking machine at a 
new location. Then the support tooling 
moves into place and the print head 
cycles again. 
The robot returns the p•rt to the pallet. 
The pallet is released to the next station 
6.10.6. STATION 6 
Station 6 is designed to cur& th• ink used to m•rk the 
part. Tha• pallet wtll pass throu9h th• tunn•J and will 
not be required to stop. The statton d•s&gn w•• not 
fin•ltzed at the tima of this writing and conr!derat1on 
h•s also b••n 91van to slopptn9 the p•lJet within tho 
tunnttl. Nctverthffl~n• noithwr ilOthod •PP••r• to presamt 
any problem. 
6.10.7. STATION 7 
Station 7 applies the fasteners to those parts requiring 
them. When the cell is assembling those parts that do not 
require the fasteners the station will be inactive. 
6.10.7.1 STATION 7 COMPONENTS 
Station 7 contains the following equipment: 
• 1 SCARA class robot 
* 1 automatic fastener applicator 
t 1 fastener feltder/orienter systeHn 
t 1 part inverter 
Some parts must b• inverted in order to apply all th• 
required fatsteners to the part. Due to th• w.y th& part 
is oripped and the fact th•t SCARA class robots •r• being 
u,;ad l t w.t5 n•cesuary to des1on a simple part invert.,-. 
b.10.7.2 STAllON 7 TASKS 
Sto-p I. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
The robot moves to the pallet and picks up an 
assembly. 
The robot moves to the fastener applicator and 
and presents the assembly. 
The fastener applicator cycles and applies the 
fasteners. 
The robot removes the assembly fro~ the 
fastener applicator. 
a) if the part must be inverted for the 
application of additional fasteners, the robot 
moves to the inverter, and presents the assembly 
to the i nvert•r. 
b> The inverter inverts the ass•19bly. 
c > The robot reaoves the a•••mbl y froa the 
invrrter, ,aoves to the appltc•tor, and presents 
tho •nseably to the applicator. 
dJ Ttu, fA'lltmer •ppl lc•tor cych,• and appl ••• 
thv f.tuiton•r•. 
ff) nu, robot ruaovlt• th• ••••-r:.l y frCM U111 
f .t~t oo•r •iir> I I c .11t0t". 
Step 6. 
Step 7. 
The robot moves to the pallet and places the 
assembly back on the pallet. 
The pallet is released to the next station. 
6.10.8. STATION 8 
Station 8 is the final assembly station. Station 8 adds 
the insert <D> to the assembly. 
6.10.8.1 STATION 8 COMPONENTS 
Station 8 contains the following equipment: 
• 1 SCARA class robot 
• 1 retainer feeder/orienter 9ystem 
• 2 insert feeder/orienter •ystecas 
6.10.8.2 STATION B TASKS 
Stc::p 1. 
Stop 2. 
Stop 3. 
Thu pdllot is stopplld and located. 
Th• robot picks up th• p•rti•lly CCHltJl•tttd 
a~••at>ly <A.n.c> ..-htch ta on tho pallot. 
•• Tho robot re•d• tt•• Mtwntatlon IMN\'AOI" to 
d•lfPf'•&ntt th• pr,u,ooc• .and Ot"lifflt•Uon of the 
Step 4. 
Step S. 
Step 6. 
insert (0) in the feed track. 
b) During the move to the insert <D> 
feeder track, the partially completed assembly 
is rotated 90 degrees to its proper orientation. 
The robot mates the partially completed assembly 
with the insert <D>. 
The completed assembly is moved to the fini•hed 
part tote and placed in the tote. 
Note: For parts where the insert (D) is not 
held in position with an interfer•nce fit, the 
robot must regrip the completed assembly on the 
insert <D> before moving to the finished 
part tote. 
The pallet is released to the nekt station. 
7. CELL CONTROL 
As described earlier, typical assembly calls are 
characterized by the use of intelligent progra111mable 
devices, the use of computer control at the station/device 
level, the use of sensors, the interconnection of devices 
for communication, and by a cell level interface to human 
operators and other factory systems. A typical assembly 
system is comprised of parts feeders, orienters, robots, 
material handling systems, and special purpose work 
stations. Such assembly cells require a control system 
which provides the level of integration necessary to 
achieve a synergistic effect resulting in significant real 
productivity increases. 
In this chapter a cell control architecture is developed 
for automated asseably cells. Thi• architecture is 
general enough so that its b•stc structure can be applied 
across a larger class of ~anufacturing cells. Th• 
architecture will r@sult in gystems whtch •r• •••tly 
modified nnd vnhoncod, and the •rchttocturo onobles the 
dvv@lop•ant of control •v•t••• 1n which tho 110ftw•r• I 
hnrdwnro bound.try H'li tr4n,JpArltflt. 
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7.1. SCOPE 
Before a control system architecture can be developed its 
objectives must be defined relative to its environment. 
Various approaches to specific applications have been 
documented.C21,22,23,24,25,26J The majority of these 
control approaches are system specific and fail to define 
a general control architecture capable of being applied to 
a whole class of systems. 
This chapter is concerned with defining a general control 
system architecture for an autoeatic assembly cell. This 
architecture is being defined for cell level control. In 
the context of cell level control, such a system provides 
the cell level interfac9 to other factory systems and 
human operators. The control systea also serv&s as the 
integrator of the 1ndividual devic•s Hh1ch m•ke up the 
cell. The cell level control systet11 do•s not dtrectly 
control intelligent programmable devices such•• robots or 
NC aachines. These devtcos hav9 their own •achtne 
controllers. Th• cell control sy11t .. interfaces wtth tho 
davtc• controller •nd provtdew tho neMt higher level of 
~ytit .... • control. 
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7.2. ASSEMBLY CELLS & MACHINING CELLS 
Automated assembly cells differ from automated machining 
cells and this difference is reflected in their control 
systems. Automated machining cells typically consist of 
several NC machine tools, one or more robots, and possibly 
a material handling system. If properly designed it is 
possible to have different NC machines tools machining 
different parts within a part family at the same time. 
Biven this capability one of the most important jobs of 
the control system is to effectively schedule and load the 
machines in the cell so that machine utilization is 
maximized while achieving the production schedula. 
The cell components in an autoaaated assefl\bly cell are auch 
more closely coupled than the machine tools in a machining 
cell. In assembly cells the as•eMbly process is usually 
distributed among two or more devices that perfor• 
assembly operations on• part as lt aove• in• fikltd 
sequence from mtation to station. Within an •••tffllbly cell 
the assttfflbly proc•••, once b-oun, 1• usually co.pl•tltd 
wtthout interruption. Whereas in machantn; cell•, at ts 
oftttn ponstblo to int•rrupl the uoquCN1c• of operation• on 
one part, pvrform ua.ae nuao..,. of operations on M'toth.,. 
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part, and then complete the remaining operations on the 
first part. This is accomplished through the use of cell 
scheduling and loading systems that attempt to achieve 
high equipment utilization while meeting due dates. As a 
result there is more emphasis on device (machine tool) 
loading in machining cells than there is in assembly 
cells. Assembly cell equipment utilization is impacted 
more by line balancing.[14J Cycle times are also 
different. The cycle times at each station in an assembly 
cell are generally on the order of seconds as compared to 
much longer cycle times found in machining cells. 
7.3. NEED FOR CELL CONTROL 
Programmable automation (flexible automation> has b&en 
developed because the high cost of special-purpose 
automation equipment is not Justified for batch 
manufacturing. Automated assembly c•lls arise out of the 
n~ed to improve the productivity of batch asse.tlly. 
Typical •utomated assembly cells bring together 
programcaabl• robots, aateri•l handling devices, and other 
sprK:ial purpos• equtpment to for• an ••••ably syst .. for• 
part f4m1ly or qroop of siailar parts. 
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multiple devices and systems to form an assembly cell, 
require coordination and control. With integration comes 
interdependency and with interdependency comes the need 
for control. Once a robot or other device becomes part 
of an assembly system its actions begin to impact other 
members of the same system. The need for external 
control arises out of each stations lack of data. It is 
unwise, and would be a waste of resources, to design a 
system so that each system component is aware of the 
system~s status at any point in time and is capable of 
predicting the impact of its actions on the system. 
Therefore, there is a need for cell level control. 
A cell level control system combines the flexibility of 
each of the cell components to form an autoaatltd assellbly 
cell which is flexible and adaptable. The cell l•vel 
control system is the "integrating agent" which 
transforms a gra...ip of interr~lated devices into 4 
flexible Assembly cell. 
Integration, 4lthough • v&t•lly 1-.portant an9rad1ent 1 1• 
not t.htt only con'llideration tn th• dttvalop-.,.nt of 4 control 
uywto• for o'ln 41u1,,rmbly eel) One of th• far-re•ching 
obJ@cttvtru Hl tha dovolopynt of .1uto.stlttf ao'-loebly c•ll• 
is autonomy. Many of the economic decisions which 
surround the development of automated cells are based to 
some degree, on autonomous cell operation. Reductions in 
manual assembly and the resulting labor savings are often 
used to justify the expenditures for cell equipment. 
"Autonomous" implies more than automatic.C15J 
For a cell to operate independently it must be tolerant of 
errors. This means the cell must be able to detect errors 
and take the appropriate action to recover. If the cell 
is intended to operate unattended for significant periods 
of time it must be capable of handling complex error 
states. In the past, cell control was thought of as th• 
sequence control which provided the "lock step" device 
coordination common in many early cells, but the scope of 
cell control must be expanded. In this context, a cell 
control system not only controls the cell but manages it. 
Incorporated 1n • control system should be functions such 
as; operations control, error detection and r•cov•ry, 
reporting, devace program.lng, and safety control. Th• 
function4l elements of a control tiyst•• wtll b• dtscueattd 
more fully lator in tht~ chaptor. 
7.4. THE NBS HIERARCHICAL CONTROL STRUCTURE 
The National Bureau of Standards, Industrial Systems 
Division has developed a theoretical hierarchical control 
structure.[16J This control rationale is not limited to a 
cell but is intended to be applied through several levels 
of manufacturing systems. Several important concepts 
which underlie the design of this hierarchical control 
system will be examined in this section. 
NBS has also used the concepts of hierarchical control to 
design and implement a real-time control syste~ for a 
robot.[17,18J These efforts have become the foundation of 
the co~trol systems being developed as part of the 
Automated Manufacturing Research Facility project at 
NBS.(19,20] 
The NBS hierarchical control system is a control rationale 
based on task decomposition, amdularization of control, 
and standard interfaces. To this point the m•jority of 
the work h4s been directed toward the develop•ent and 
implementation of a hierarchical control syste• for robot 
control. 
7.4.1. A MULTI-LEVEL STRUCTURE 
The hierarchical control system is based upon a multi-
level structure. At each level in this multi-level 
control structure, tasks are either processed or 
decomposed into sets of subtasks which are supplied ta the 
next level of the hierarchy. This continues until the 
bottom level of the control structure is reached and 
primitive commands are output to the device or system 
being controlled. 
Each level of the NBS hierarchical structure is actually 
partitioned into three separate segments, as shown in 
figure 7-1; (H> a goal or task decomposition module, (G) 
a feedback processing module, and <H> a world ,aodel 
module. At all levels in the hierarchy H, G, and H 
modules are concurrent processes produced by the 
simultaneous execution of real-ti._ programs. The H 
modul& at each level of the hierarchy p~rforms the t•sk 
dvcomposltton function. Tho H module receives goal 
o-raontod cC>dlfflands or tastl.n from tho neMt high•r lvvol of 
tha h111r..archy and cu thor a rn ti atos name pror:1tss nt tha 
lovol or dffcoiaposos tho t•~~ into ~o.btAo~s which are 
provi d«td ,. .. ..... 
hl t.~rarchy. 
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Each level of the hierarchy is serviced by a feedback 
processing module G. The feedback processing module 
processes the sensory data stream and the feedback 
information from lower level control modules in order to 
provide the information necessary for control decisions. 
The world model module at each level in the hierarchy is 
used ta supplement the sensory and feedback data. A world 
model module consists of a knowledge base containing all 
the information currently known about the world which is 
relevant to the particular level of the control hierarchy. 
The knowledge base may contain information about the task, 
the parts being manipulated, and the workplace. This 
information is used to generate expectations or predict 
the sensory data which is being provided by the feedback 
module. If the predictions compare favorably with the 
actual sensory data then the auxiliary information 
contained in the world model, but not available fro.• the 
feedback sy5tem, can be used in making control decisions. 
7.4.2. f-UNCTIONALLY BOUNDED MODULES ANO STATE TABLES 
A funct1on4lly bound•d modul• an dumcr1bed as ba1ng th• 
.itoll'llC unit w1th1n "cm1trol lovol. A function.ally 
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bounded module is defined as a set of inputs, a process, 
and a set of outputs. Functionally bounded modules can be 
grouped together under a single unit called an "executing 
owner". Both functionally bounded modules and executing 
owners are given names which are used to invoke them 
within a control level. 
The structure of a control level is generic and standard 
for each level in the hierarchy, see figure 7-2. A 
control level consists of three parts; a preprocess 
function, a state table function, and a post process 
function. The preprocess function transforms input data 
into a form suitable for the control level. The state 
table performs the decision processing for the control 
level. The postprocessing function transforms outputs 
into forms suitable for other systems. 
Tasl~ decDfflposition at each control level is accomplished 
through the use of a state tables and the procedures 
<implemented as functionally bounded modules> call&d by 
tha utate tables. A state tablo 1s ba~ttd on a set of 
condttton~. lhr.~9 coodit1on5 UBe the input v•riables and 
thff int•rnat ~tat~ of th• control syGtnm to test tho 
r~lovAnt ntAt• of th~ world. A ntAto 1• dvftnftd Ati a 
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unique set of values for the conditions. There is one 
line for each state in the state table, see figure 7-3. 
Each line corresponds to a relevant state of the world. A 
line contains the values for the conditions defining the 
state and the list of output procedures which are 
executed. Each input command at a control level has a 
state table which is executed whenever that command is 
received from the level above. In one implementation of 
this structure at NBS, twenty commands and their 
corresponding state tables were implemented at a control 
level. 
NBS elected to implement the decision making at each 
control level in state tables. They saw several 
characteristics of state tables as advantages over 
procedural software programs. Because the state table 
inputs are examined during every cycle, the NBS system 
avoids the use of interrupts. When a particular condition 
require~ 1mmed1ate attention it can be indicated in the 
state tablo and 4ttent1on can be inittatad within one 
cycle tirrie. Stat.a tables proYid• o conv•ntont ••ch•nisa 
w1 th whtch to h.\ndltt new condi t1Dnth As nuw condi llonu or 
$t4tofi ore ,d~nttfied tho stAte t~b1¥ 1n •wp4tlded by 
1umply addlng A nth.- ltnft, 111nd tho •tat• tabl• procv•oino 
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STATE TABLE 
STAT~ I ~RIIION I ,QHRITl!m a 'Q!!RIIl!l!! ~ ,QHRIIIW! ! i!IDN 
I I I I 
I I I I 
TRUE FAlSE I 0<1<50 I TRUE CLOSE YALYE I 
I I 
I I I 
2 TRUE TRUE I SI < I < 100 I FALSE OPEM YALYE I 
I I 
I I I 
3 FALSE TRUE I 0(1(50 I TRUE HEATER OIi I 
I I 
4 FAl.5£ TRUE I 51 < J ( 100 I FALSE HEATER Off 
I 
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system does not need ta be changed. In this way the 
system developers need only be concerned with what action 
must be taken on certain conditions, and need not be 
concerned with when and where these conditions might occur 
within a procedural structure. 
7.4.3. COMMUNICATION 
The concept of a "common memory" is used to implement 
communication. Modules write to "mail boxes" without 
regard to intermodule protocols. A standard communication 
process is used to hide the details of a transfer from the 
application state tables and procedures. All that is 
necessary is the symbolic name of the destination and the 
communication process handles the rest. What has been 
implefflented is a standard communications handling system 
at the application software level which hides the details 
of physical addresses and protocol. 
7.4.4. ASSESSMENT 
Scver•l lmportdnt concnptu underlie thu dQcign of this 
ht or arch\ c.11 control uystctffl. Modular t:4ti on 1 s .-ph••t ze-d 
an t.ho dovulopaumt of ff4Ch luvc,l of thct hu,r•rchy. E.1ch 
1 ovol t@ I ndepcmd«mt and l ovctl u coe1K.1n1 cate vi" •l•nd«ard 
/4 
interfaces. This simplifies design and makes it possible 
for modifications to one level of the hierarchy without 
requiring corresponding changes in other levels. The 
notion of task decomposition is generally accepted as a 
useful tool in the simplification of complex systems and 
serves as the basis of the NBS hierarchical approach. 
The use of standard interfaces reduces the intermodule 
coupling between control levels in the hierarchy and 
supports modularization. This approach permits the 
implementation of change within a module without 
generating any unwanted side effects in other modules. 
The communication handling system which also makes use of 
a standard interface, reduces complexity by hiding the 
details of communication, such as protocols and physical 
addresse5, from the application level. These approaches 
are generally accepted and widely endorsed 1n systems 
destgn. 
An anloqrcitod oen5ory procasning and abstraction subsystem 
at otach control lavol providet'. the necessary 
lrdnoformdtton of r~w dal~ into un•fu! feedb~ck whtla 
r.hloldtnq tho control funct1cn •t tMc::h lDvftl f,otft the 
dt>t ,._ 11 ~ of ~flmmr control .tnd {lf.'tnttory d.at.a 1 otoqr-· 1 t y. AG 
autonomy becomes one of the major design objectives in 
automated cells, the cell control systems will be forced 
to process, organize, and abstract an increasing variety 
of sensor data from a variety of sources. A hierarchical 
approach to the manipulation of sensor and feedback data 
is a logical extension to a hierarchical control 
methodology. 
7.5. A CELL LEVEL CONTROL STRUCTURE 
Cell level control can be viewed as consisting of four 
layers; (1) the interface layer, (2) the cell management 
layer, (3) the execution layer and (4) the device 
dependent layer <see figure 7-4>. The interface layer 
controls all interaction between the cell and the human 
operators as well as any interaction with other factory 
systems. The cell management layer manages the cell's 
resources in order to carry out the high level tasks 
generated at the interface layer. The execution I.ayer 
provl deu the coord1 nated run-ti•• control of the eel 1 • n 
compon~nts. Finally, the dov1ce dependant l•yer cont•ins 
the:! dttva cc dr a voru neceonary to t19pl vmunt tho l oqtc41 
d11vi Cl' col'lil'ftdnd•J 1 wht ch ,ire gone,ratr,d 4t tho vx•cut i an 
layt~r and Mhtch dtn:tct col I opttr-Atton. 
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r-,q. 7·~4t '1ul t t -Layct,r Control Structuro 
.,, 
Task decomposition and hierarchical control are important 
concepts embodied in this control structure. A 
layered approach which couples task decomposition and 
modularization is used to develop a control system 
structure which results in control systems which are 
easily maintained and modified. The use of task 
decomposition and basic hierarchical control is 
similar in many respects to the hierarchical control 
strategy being developed at NBS. The concept of 
standard interfaces is also used. Transparency in the 
form of "black boxes", where the inputs, process, and 
outputs are well defined, but where implementation is 
hidden, is also an important system design concept. 
One of the ways that this control structure differs from 
the NBS approach 1s that functional modules can defined 
within hierarchical layers. Functional taedules are un&d 
to reduce comploxity. A singlo functional •odulo 
proceM'iV!• 4 closely rol.:ahtd nubtu,t of tho l4yflf"11 taBks. 
Jhouo tiln .. :ti drat ~4td to be ... funct1ono1lly rol.otud ... 
Funct,orrnl modult.tflo c.an @Joltnt o'.lt .my l•yor •nd _..,.., untqutt 
to ta layar·. In ott,~r .,.-0,rdw tho func:tlon4l &Oduht11. wlthtn 
dlf h,r·~ot l .-tyttf'''li .artt di f htr·t1nt. The, uco of functl coal 
nodulc-,t;. &ncrc;Mti~~ tho fhtlol&b&l1tv .imd ad.:1pt.tlHl&ty of A 
'/0 
control system. As new and improved techniques are 
developed, obsolete functional modules can be replaced 
without perturbing the system as long as standard 
interfaces are maintained. 
7.5.1. INTERFACE LAYER 
Each layer has been decomposed into functional modules 
(see figure 7-5). The interface layer provides an 
interface between the cell and the human operator, and it 
also provides an interface between the cell and other 
factory systems. The operator interface is a significant 
factor in determining the size of the productivity 
increases realized through the implementation of auto~atod 
assembly cells. As a result, the operator interface 
should be carefully designed for ease of use so that the 
full potential of the cell 1s achievod. The 1nterfc1ctt 
should be designed around accepted human factors 
principles so as to efficiently util1ze the operator•• 
5~ills without crenting an excesBlv• phystcol or coqnitlvv 
burden. 
L.yaum and N.adn1 htwo devcl opud ;.1 fr~•r:wo,rl.: for crx.t•t na ng 
tho rolo11 of tw•.tn opa,r4t0f"~ tn roootlc ~y~t.o.•.C27l 
Ttuur .tn.tlytH"' ,~ t\l'liio u'letful tt1 tnuuauHnQ tho opw•tor•a 
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role in automated assembly cells and other similar 
systems. They state that operator roles fall under three 
categories; monitor, manager, and maintainer. Within each 
of these role categories Lyman and Madni have identified a 
set of functions common to the particular role, see figure 
7-6. 
According to Lyman and Madni the monitor reviews the 
status of the system and intervenes when the task is not 
progressing as planned. The maintainer functions as a 
serviceman, repairman, and trouble shooter. The 
maintainer performs preventative maintenance, identifies 
problems, diagnoses them, and performs any necessary 
corrective maintenance. 
While in the manager's role, the operator sets goals, 
supervises the system, organizes and interprets data, 
controls system operation based on high level goals, and 
handles contingenc1as and malfunctions. Planning and goal 
s@tttng occur at the highest level of the control 
tu orarchy .ind .are tha, most 4bt.trac t task• the oparator i 11 
f.acad with. Thmm l,H,k't\ te,it both tho brvadth and d•pth 
of t.1e opc:wator'u lr.nowlodgo and lf),(pcn-1eoco. 
01 
Lyman & Madni's Roles of the Human Operator in Robotics 
:---- Watchman 
Monitor -----1 
:---- Task Progress Monitor 
:---- Overall Goal Setter/Planner 
:---- System Supervisor 
Manager-----:---- Data Organizer 
I 
1---- Controller 
: 
:---- Contingency/Maliunction Handler 
:---- Serviceman 
Maintainer--:---- Repairman 
I 
:---- Troubleshooter 
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The system supervisor sub-function charges the operator 
with setting schedules and making task assignments. The 
system supervisor can be forced to revise goals, narrow 
task assignments, and abort missions, as he monitors the 
system's operation. 
As a data organizer the operator gathers, abstracts, and 
interprets the data provided by the system. System design 
has a significant impact on the ease with which the data 
organizer function is performed. The organization of data 
should be highly automated so that the operator is only 
burdened with the high level data interpretation required 
to support decision making. 
Layman and Hadni describe the controller sub-function•• a 
command generator. The operator issues a con:imand to the 
system. evaluates th• response, and issues th• next 
command. The contingency h•ndler has two key dutiesJ to 
anticipate abnormal situations and to respond to syste• 
malfunctions. ln thi• role th• operator for•• contingency 
plans b•n•d on his underntanding of the potenttal •v•t .. 
prob le••• 
Ol 
respect ta the operators of automatic systems which 
include robots: 
* employing effective learning approaches to 
increase operator expertise 
* identifying appropriate skill requirements and task 
burdens 
* assessing human performance capabilities against 
task requirements 
* assigning tasks to the operator an the basis of 
suitable criteria 
* assuring health and safety 
* assessing the capability of both the trained and 
untrained operator 
Layman and Madni go on to point out, that perhaps the most 
difficult human factors problem is dividing responsi-
bilities between the operator and, in their case, the 
robot. They suggest that an appropriate approach to this 
problem is to break down the task into its functional 
components, and maktng tradeoffs whero possible. The&r 
lt9t of functional components, which an also appl1cablv to 
more co,aplcx nyst~ms, include~s 
a s,•nsory 111odes and lovuls of 11t1mulatloo 
• data 't\t0f"4go 
* knowledge encoding and transfer 
* programming capability 
* operations in failure mode 
* adaptability to multiple operation 
* span of control by one operator 
* endurance limits 
Layman and Madni also add that ideally, task allocation 
should be situation adaptive. The tasks allocated between 
the system and the operator should shift according to 
changing demands. 
The monitor-manager-maintainer framework provides a useful 
perspective from which to consider the important issues in 
the design of an operator interface. The importance of a 
well designed operator interface to the success of an 
automated assembly cell can not be over emphasized. 
The purpose of the interface layer is to facilitate the 
necessary intoraction between the call and its human 
operators, and the interaction between the cell and other 
factory oystems. The monitor-mona9er-maintaanor fraJrNJ-
Nork o4fored uo•o tn~ight into tha kind of coll/opfH"ator 
1nturactaon rttqiured to mtmaqe o11n .,ut0ffl4tffd ••u•Clbly 
OS 
cell. In a sense the interface layer "connects" the 
operator to the elements of the cell control structure 
which provide the capabilities for cell management. The 
important point is that the nature of this "connection" 
is such that the operator need not be concerned with the 
details of the implementation of the cell management 
functions. The operator is given the capability to issue 
high level directives or commands without being concerned 
with how they will be carried out. The parallel to this 
notion is a management information system <HIS> that 
gives a manager access to a huge wealth of company data 
without requiring him to know or understand the complex 
database structures used to store the data. The 
important associations are logical. The same is true, 
although on a smaller scale, for an automated assembly 
cell interface. 
The interface layer of the cell control system provides 
the operator with a set of capabilities required to manage 
an automated a~s&mbly cell. Cell configuration 
(sequential or pardllol>, tho complexity of the assmably 
ta5J.:, the number of cvl l components, and the type of 
tranuf~r nystcm, along with other {actor&, wtll detCPf"•ln~ 
lhu rt1l aU vc, COl!lph•1<1 ty of thr, antorf•c• l.ayvr and th• 
Bl, 
types of capabilities which are required far the operator 
ta effectively manage the cell. These capabilities may 
include: 
* cell power-up and power-dawn 
* cell initialization 
* cell configuration 
* establish operating parameters 
* modify operating parameters 
* cell scheduling 
* task prioritization 
* task initiation 
* task suspension and resumption 
* task termination 
* management of part program& and part program 
libraries for progra,amable devices 
* management of the tooling and fixtures under c•ll 
control 
• management of mater1als under cell control 
I remote device control 
I reporting of cell status, includin91 
the statun of each coll COfflPonont 
tho names of th• control program• •xecut.t ng on 
thD proqrAaGAblo devlcw• 
thtt nuinber and type of fu lures that 
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occurred in the last time period 
the number of assemblies initiated in the last 
time period 
the number of assemblies completed in the last 
time period 
the number of assemblies that were rejected 
for scrap or rework in the last time period 
the number of each type of component part 
rejected in the last time period 
The interface layer is important to the cell control 
structure in that it provides a mechanism whereby human 
operators and other factory systems can communicate with 
the cell through a single standard interface, regardless 
of the task. The human operator or other factory syste~ 
need only be concerned with one standard interface and 
thereby avoids the complexity involved in interacting with 
th~ various 5ubsystems of the cell. Tha interface layer 
1 ntcrprots a ta!lk command or request. interacts wl th the 
.Jppropr sat c m,magomont. layer moduh.•s. and provt dw• 
h~cdbacl{ ln ~uc.:h .:1 Wdy th;1t tho lowar lovol• of the, 
control ntruc. t.ur-ct 11rtt tr .'lnGp4r«mt. Thu 1 dW4 of op..,-,,:,tor 
rol,,~ •• human f.tctor,ii COl'lceptli, And utandard lntarfticon •ro 
l-e,y to thf!' d1wt11opm,oot of dn nfhtc:tiv~ control 1"PCtt4nttua 
m, 
which supports the management of an automated assembly 
c:el l • 
7.5.2. MANAGEMENT LAYER 
The management layer of the cell control structure 
consists of modules which manage various cell subsystems 
and resources in order to carry out the tasks generated by 
the interface layer. The management layer consists of 
three functional modules; scheduler/dispatcher, cell 
operating executive, and error management, see figure 7-7. 
These modules manage the cell based on a set of high level 
goals and objectives. 
When the management layer receives a command to produce a 
part, or batch of parts, the scheduler/dispatcher prepares 
the system. The scheduler/dispatcher interacts with a 
nu=ber of auxiliary modules to verify that the system iw 
prepared to ,1uummbl • the 91 ven part nuiaber. B1tfore a part 
can ba as~..t>lvd there are 4 nuabltf" of prt,production 
raqulro~ont• that cuut b• aot. Thv sch•duler/d1upatch...-
1ntert1ct11 w& th tha progr•• at1n.ao.,..nt a<>dule to in•ure 
th,\t thrt p.-rt pr'09r111•~, AtUaOClo'ltod w&lh th• pu·t nuabw-, 
oxt~l fm-' 04Ch of th11- progr•-.abh, dov1co• r•qutrod to 
SCHEDULER 
DISPATCHER 
OPERATING 
EXECUTIVE 
H A N A G E M E N T 
ERROR 
MANAGEMENT 
LAYER 
Fig. 7-7, Layered Control Structure - H•nagefflent Layer 
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assemble the part. The scheduler/dispatcher must also 
verify with the materials management module that the 
required component parts are available. The tooling 
management module is queried to verify that the tooling 
and fixtures used in the assembly of the part are also 
available. Once the preproduction requirements are met 
the status of the order is updated. 
When a preproduction requirement for a particular order is 
unsatisfied, the order's status is updated and the 
operator, or other controlling factory system, is notified 
through the cell interface layer. Generally a request for 
service is initiated as a result of this situation. Once 
the service request is satisfied, the scheduler is free to 
begin the preproduction requirements verification process 
again. 
The scheduler/dispatcher releases orders to the oper•ting 
executive based upon a set of operating parameters. These 
operating parameters are dffs1gned to minimiz• set-up t1.ne• 
and set-up costs, maximize ~achine utilization, and meet 
production due dates. Thff sch•duler/dispatch•r uses the 
operating p4rAeeters in combtnatton with th• cells current 
ntAtU$ to re1o4~~ order~ to thff op@rating executive. Th• 
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scheduler/dispatcher may also be overridden by commands 
from the interface layer. 
The operating executive manages the cell's operation by 
decomposing tasks received from the interface layer. 
These tasks are processed by the operating executive and 
subtasks are generated. These subtasks are provided as 
input to the execution layer. Through task commands to 
the execution layer the operating executive manages 
activities such as, cell set-up, normal operation, and 
maintenance. At the management layer the operating 
executive works closely with the scheduler/dispatcher and 
error management modules to manage cell activities. The 
operat1ng executive is the high level center of cell 
control. 
The error management module dettfetB, di•gnoses, and 
recovers froo:i &lf"rcw-s. This IIIOdule ts primarily concerned 
with the physic•l lff"rors and faults within thff assaftlbly 
cell and is 1s not concerned with h•rdNar• faults at th• 
dev1ca level. Othvr f•ult tol•r•nce techntqu••• such•• 
redundancy, 4ro uwod to ovCH"'coao hardw•ro faults •t tho 
dft ,1 ctt 1 ttvol. A• A rcn,ult the ltf"ra."' ftStln.tg.-.ot IIOdul • s • 
conc:ttrn~d wt t:h tho phyct c.nil orrorfl o11w,rnc 1,11tod wa th tho 
elements that make up the cell (robots, parts feeders and 
orienters, transfer mechanisms, and special purpose work 
stations). These errors include: 
* jammed feeders 
* empty feeders 
* defective components 
* parts which are improperly oriented 
* joining, mating, and insertion failures 
* part slippage in robot grippers 
* misaligned fixtures 
* damaged or worn tooling 
The Robotics Research Group at the University College of 
Wales in the U.K. is doing research 1n error recovery in 
robotic applications. They have taken an appro•ch to 
error recovery which can be extended, tn part, to 
automated assembly cells.C28l Thvy point out that •any 
errors and faultu can be •ntacspated by nynt••• dvstgn•r• 
and tht1t contingency fcatur•n can ba anglneered Jnto th• 
c~ll. Novcrtholefl-s. gtv«m hu••n lt•tt•ttoo•. there is 
alwayo tha, potonta.11 for erro,-a t<lfHch h•v• not b•eo 
1,nttctpatnd. Out & f tho T.y1t.tff• 41nd l t• op•r•tor• Met to 
t:m prutoc:t~d frOiflt ioJury •1 l •rro,11 •nd fault• 001,t b• 
dtttot:;tud. H•m:v tho nt.utc:J for- robu'lt ttrror 4lld fflult 
management. 
Error detection requires detecting devices. It is 
generally accepted that a range of multi-modal sensors are 
necessary to cover various contact and non-contact 
events.(28] In the layered control structure proposed 
here, sensor information collected from a whole host of 
sensor systems is necessary for error management. 
However, the error management module is only concerned 
with the interpretation and use of sensor data and is not 
involved in the direct control of sensor syst•ms, this is 
accomplished in the execution layer. 
A sensory driven foward recovery strategy which uses a 
knowledge base to guide recovery decisions has been 
proposed by Lee, Hardy, and Barnes.(28] In this approach 
sensors are used to monitor operation, and nor~al 
operating ranges are established for s•nsory d•ta. Errors 
are detected when sensory d•ta falls outsida of the nC>f"aal 
oper•ting rangars. The 5econd st•gv i• error diagno,si9. 
Sffn,Ol'"y data i5 corrolated with data fro• the knowledge 
baso to d~termtne tho nature and C4u•• of an •rror. 
o,~td1lud dnalylll't\ of §yfthtm task• iu ututd to build fault 
tn.m!:l t n thlt lmowl adgv bo11uu1. Thcnlct f •ult tr~• •ro used 
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together with the system status information and the 
sensory data to determine potential error causes. The 
third stage is error recovery. In this stage error 
recovery actions and strategies are selected and 
formulated based upon error diagnosis. 
Error recovery systems which select recovery actions from 
an existing set of predefined methods, although 
significant, do not go far enough. By their very nature 
such systems are limited to the set of predefined recovery 
methods. Remembering that one of the objectives of 
automated assembly cells is autonomy, it becomes evident 
that error recovery systems will be forced to synthesize 
recovery methods dynamically. But b&for• generative 
recovery systems can be realized, significant amounts of 
data and knowledge about the cell, its COfflponents, the 
tasks, the parts, and the types of errors mugt b• captured 
and organized. U5ing this data becomes a proble• v•ry 
much the same a5 those problems that are beino 
1nvent1g.ited in thrt fields of expert systems and 
art1f1c1al intell1genc~. 
Error m,tnd(Jt1ffl4fnt will 1nclud11r thnr• b•aac CQlftPonent•1 
vrr-or dot11c:t 1 on, ttf"'ror di 41QOO'lt •, ond vrror r,x:overy. How 
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extensive the error management module is, will be 
determined by the nature of the cell and the complexity of 
the assembly tasks. Basic error management systems will 
be primarily concerned with error detection and diagnosis, 
and will depend on the operator to assist or direct error 
recovery. As more research is done in this area, 
sophisticated error recovery capabilities will be 
developed which will move automated cells closer to 
autonomous operation. 
7.5.3. THE EXECUTION LAYER 
The execution layer provide~ th• integration and 
coordinated device control for the cell. The eNecut1on 
layer consi9ts of three modules, set-up control, run-ti~e 
device coordination, and sensor control. 
Although this layer provldes aultiple device coordtnation 
and integration, the control &s achieved 1n a dev1co 
1 ndupendent •armer. The curncut l on layer, 11 ko th• 
t ntr1r f aco and mani1gmnr.nt layers, HI devi c• J nd•pendent. 
In othr.r wordv. dnvtce up~c1flc control an not IMbedded sn 
ttw r.1<cc;ut1on J,11y11r. 011vh:e c:oordlnAtton and &nte,gr•ttco 
.1t lho t:'Xffcul1on 1.-.yor Hl 11<:c~llshod by 1:N1ploytn9 the, 
concttpt~ of dC!'vic:@ 1ndop•mdone;r.l' 111nd 10QICAJ de,v1ett'°'. 
?b 
The concepts of device independence and logical devices 
are not new. These concepts have been used successfully 
in the area of computer graphics.(29,30] One of the 
problems in the field of computer graphics is software/ 
hardware compatibility. Typical computer graphics 
application software is developed for a specific type of 
display device (raster displays, vector displays, pen 
plotters) manufactured by a specific vendor. A problem 
arises when one wishes to use computer graphics software 
with devices for which it was not written. Ho5t often the 
graphics languages used to drive different types of 
devices manufactured by different vendors are not 
compatible. Similarly a robotic progra~ to load a pallet, 
written in VAL for a Puma robot, can not b• used with 
another vendor•s robot which uses a different robotics 
language. In computer graphics, standardized graphics 
pc:tckages were developed to solve thi• problem. These 
graphics pac~age& facilttated thw develop .. nt of gr•phics 
sy~tcmn which could be unod oo any nuanber of dtffvrant 
dl~play d~vaco~. 
lhtt "'"' )or ccinct1pt• ...tis ch wn;11bl t.td the dovttlop..,nt of 11uc:h a 
~tAnd"rd. wur«, t.stll-: dcteo,apo,u t aott and dovtc:• tndrtpcmduflcct. 
The basic approach was to define a set of standard device 
independent tasks used in computer graphics. This 
permitted the separation of the device independent task 
and the device dependent implementation. What resulted 
were multi-layered device independent graphics packages 
with standard interfaces between the device independent 
layer and the device drivers, see figure 7-8. A set of 
low level commands are provided as input to the device 
drivers and the device drivers implement the commands in 
the particular device specific control language used with 
their device. 
A similar approach to cell control is being proposEtd her•. 
The execution layer integrates and coordinates the cell's 
devices and work stations through a set of "logical 
devices" and "execution level primitive tasks". For 
in~tance, a "robot .. might be one type of logical d1Pv1ce. 
In a particular cell the physical real1zat1ons of• 
lagtcal robot might be a C1nc1nnat1 Hi14cron T3, an IBH 
75J5, or both. An cxccutton level pri•tttvv t•uk for an 
tt<s~ombly col 1, aught b• '"1m,urt A into b .. or "load p•ll•t. 
with tl". Ewecut1on le,vnl pr1e1tavo t.osli!a ara Ast1oc1.ated 
wtth lo91c,;,J dovact,~ and are provided •• input: to the 
dov t c:t1 ttn v@f"'# ot tho dctvl cv doprtndamt 1 Ayff ol lh• 
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control structure. 
The set-up module coordinates the cell 7 s devices and 
workstations during the part change-over process. This 
may include down-loading part programs or is~uing commands 
which direct the device or workstation to reconfigure 
itself. For example, a logical robot may be instructed to 
change its gripper, or perhaps a logical robot and a 
logical transfer device are coordinated while the robot 
systematically reconfigures each pallet in the transfer 
system. 
The run-time device coordination module integrates and 
coordinates the cell's devices and workstations during 
normal operation. This module exerts real-t1ine control 
over the cell's devices and work stations through 
execution level primitive tasks which ar• associated with 
logical devices. These execution level pri•ttive tasks 
are provided as input to the d~vice dep•ndent layer of the 
control structure. 
Tho run-tsmo dovlc• coordtn.atlon aodula hi capablo of 
uut1o1tin9 and uuaponding dnv1cc;, or wo,·k•t•tton OJ)Ot"Atton. 
n al uo prov! dtn~ J!}Ult t -dev, cct ~ynchront .tAt1 oo ...n.,..., 
I 0-0 
necessary. The run-time device coordination module is 
also capable of controlling the parallel execution of 
tasks on different cell devices. This point is important 
in that many approaches to cell or multi-device control 
are implemented in procedural programming languages. 
Without careful design such systems force sequential 
execution of tasks that should be executed in parallel. 
In a cell containing multiple devices, this may lead to 
poor equipment utilization. This potential problem is 
particularly pertinent to machining cells. Bourne and 
Fussell illustrate this weakness and suggest that control 
of manufacturing cells be based on a rule based 
programming language (31). 
Control at this level is task oriented. The run-tim• 
coordination ~odule provides the coordination and 
integration necessdry for operation of multiple devices as 
a singl• unit, the c•ll. The run-time 1DOdule is o..Ql 
concerned with the r9al-ti•o tntltf"'nAl dovice control. For 
eKdmpl•, thP run-ttme control module might issue• colMtand 
to 4 lo91cal robot to suspa-nd proqrem •kcteut1on •nd ftlOVO 
to tha .. ho«11c,, .. po,utton.. But during tho move tho r-un-tt•• 
control IIIWdul" wool d not be c:once,,-nll'd wt th tho S1;'1'"VO 
control 4t «Mc:h of th~ r-obot·n jotnt•. 
lOJ 
The sensor control module coordinates the various sensors 
which make up the cell's sensory system. This module 
controls the sensors and collects the raw sensory data 
required to satisfy the commands generated at the cell 
management layer. For example, the management layer may 
issue commands directing the execution layer to count the 
number of good assemblies produced in a given time period. 
The sensor control module utilizes the appropriate sensory 
system devices to collect the requested data. Execution 
level primitive <sensory> tasks, which are associated with 
logical sensory devices, are provided to the device 
dependent layer as input. 
7.5.4. DEVICE DEPENDENT LAYER 
The device dependent layar consists of device drivers. 
The device drivers process the cOfflA'lands <execution level 
primitives> provided by the execution l•yer and oenerate 
thff devic• ffpecific cDfflmands required to control th• 
4Ctual phy9tcal davicau. Devace driv•r• will vary both in 
tmQle~entotion •nd in complexity. The device driv...- for• 
uophiftticatod robot ••Y eMorc,ue r,ontrol through 
CCU&lft,Untcat10-0 with th~ robot controllor, Of" it .. Yb• 
po~ff&blo to lapl..,.,,nt tho log1c•l d•v&co drtvlH" within tho 
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robot's controller itself. Whereas the device driver for 
an asynchronous conveyor transfer system or simple pick 
and place robot might be quite different. 
Sensors are also devices which are controlled at the 
device dependent layer. A sensor driver exists for each 
type of sensor that is interfaced to the control system. 
A driver is designed to meet specific requirements of the 
sensor, such as transmission speed and type of data 
encodingC2ol. 
Sophisticated robots which are integrated with vision 
systems, or other sensory systems, at the device level, 
are treated as a single complex multi-c•pability device. 
As d result, such a device would have a single device 
drtvor at the d~vica dependent layer of th• control 
structure. 
7.5.S. UTILITY HOOULES & CELL DATA 
A munbctr of utllttv aoduloa •r• doftned Mhtch sorvtt oach 
of tho four 1.tyctrii of Ul• control 11tructuro. lheao 
-.odul o• .11c t 4!:l front end'!l to thtt coll dat•b,u,o •nd prov& do 
~~~v 4CC~tj~ to c~tl d•t~. fhw utility eodul.-. •r• Cl> 
10:J 
program management, <2> material management, (3) tooling 
management, and (4) production status/data management. 
These modules service requests from the functional modules 
by accessing the cell database through the database 
management system, see figure 7-9. 
The program management module is the mechanism used to 
manage the part programs for the programmable devices in 
the cell. This module provides for the management of the 
part program library maintained in the cell's database. 
It facilitates part program configuration management by 
enforcing change control procedures. It provides a 
mechanism for controlling the "part to part program" and 
"part program to device" associativity. The program 
management module is also used along with other modules in 
various layers of the control structure to do on-lin& 
device programming when necessary. 
The materials managemtmt module provideB for tho 
management of the materials which are within c•ll control. 
It prov1des dccess to and •ainta1ns matm-ial st•tus 
information fO(" the cell. When compon•nt p•rt• Ar« 
deltvervd to the coll. thff mator141 ••n•g~t 
~odulo 1& uuvd to rncord tho1r Arrtv•l and ••n•q•s 
thtl'lr HtOf"AQO wtthtn the coll .. 
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The tooling management system is used to manage the 
tooling and fixtures used within the cell. Like the 
program management module it also provides a mechanism for 
controlling the "tool or fixture to part" and "tool or 
fixture to device" associativity. It is al so used for 
tool or fixture change control and maintains the status of 
the cell's tooling and fixtures at all times. 
The production status/data module manages production data 
and maintains cell status information. This module 
interfaces with the various layers of the control 
structure to collect, consolidate, abstract and interpret 
cell status and production data. On the other hand, this 
module also provides any requested cell status or 
production data to the functional modules which make up 
the control structure. 
Each of these utility modules as well as •ny other 
functional module with a need for data, accesses the cell 
database through the cell's database managem•nt system. 
Tha cell's databame managtffflti'nt uyntem sat1sftes alJ 
raquestG for d~ta and provides the only fflffthod of 
tnputtang or ,,xt,..11ct1ng data frOCI th• datab•••· Th• 
ce11·~ d4t4bn~~ contA&no oil th~ d•t• rwqo1r•d to operate 
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the cell. The implementation of the cell's database is 
unimportant. What is important, is that there exist the 
logical equivalent of a cell database, where the data 
required to efficiently operate the cell is maintained. 
Once computer integrated manufacturing <CIM> becomes a 
reality throughout the manufacturing operation, a logical 
equivalent of a cell level database may very well be 
implemented on other company databases which utilize the 
same data, thereby eliminating the need for data 
redundancy. 
7.6. SUMMARY 
This chapter began by stating that the objective was to 
develop a cell level control structure that was easily 
maintained and modified, and could be applied across a 
whole class of assembly <manufacturing) cellB. Somo 
important differences between automat~d assembly cells and 
ffldChtntng coll& w•r~ dffmonstratad, and their impact on the 
control 5ys'em was discus5od. The need for cell control 
in 4uta.4ted Jssembly calls was saad to be the rasult of 
the nff•d to coordlnAto tho 1nter4ct1ons of multiple 
dovtcou tn order- to dChtnvu nutl lntctgr•t1on 1 and cell 
control wn~ Hftmtlfled All tho "1nto,grotan9 •ottnt .. that 
toot,.; ttu, f tu~l ~tot> tn ••~tng 4 col lm:tton of dcwac•c lnto 
Wl 
a system for assembly. The hierarchical control approach 
being developed at the National Bureau of Standards was 
discussed. This control rationale is based on task 
decomposition~ modularization of control, and the use of 
standard interfaces. A layered control structure was 
developed in the second part of this chapter. This 
layered approach is based upon many of the same principles 
applied in the NBS hierarchical control system. However, 
the scope of this control structure is limited to cell 
control. The control structure consists of four control 
layers, a set of utility modules, and a cell database, see 
figure 7-10. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
As the economic considerations begin ta make flexible 
manufacturing cells far assembly more appealing, there 
will be a rush ta begin ta interconnect robots, material 
handling systems, sensor systems, and various other 
devices in order ta form assembly cells. But without 
careful design and further development in cell integration 
techniques, these new efforts will fall short of their 
intended goals. Although interconnection may not be 
difficult, achieving effective integration while 
maintaining flexibility and adaptability is much more 
elusive. 
There are several areas in which progress must be made 
before off-the-shelf solutions to flexible automated 
assembly cells become available. One of these •reas is 
manipulator programming languages. The flexibility of 
automated •soembly oystems containing programmabl• d•vtcwu 
will be deterfflined to a large extant by th• eAse with 
which thesu duv1can are proqro~med. Thc,re is a need for 
obJoct lava-1 pro<Jrt1mm1n9 1.angu•go& whlH"lt tho prograeaer 
dm'H:r1bcH1 lflovo~ tn h,rmo. of tho ob.Jttc:ts be1nq l!lon1pul..,tfl1. 
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Such languages utilize predefined object models and world 
models as a source of geometric and positional data, so 
that the programmer can symbolically manipulate objects 
and define movement.[32] Similarly there is a need to 
expand existing work on languages for describing 
assemblies and assembly processes.[10,33] The integration 
of such systems with CAD/CAM databases where certain 
geometrical and process data already exists, should also 
be pursued. 
Task decomposition is another area requiring more work. 
The definition of tasks and the methodology used in the 
decomposition of tasks into subtasks should be formalized, 
and if possible customized to manufacturing cell control. 
The task decomposition methodology ultimately has a major 
impact on the control system's flexibility and capacity 
for expansion. The ideas of primitive tasks and task 
classes for different types of manufacturing, such as 
machining and assembly, need to bo investigat&d and 
refined. Given that the whole concept of task 
decomposition is reusonablo, 1t uhould be possible to 
decompo5e a htgh level 9041 ,nto a not of ~tandard 
taakD ~teach layor of thu control ~tructure, •nd 
finally arrtvo .lt .1 or.tdndilrd uot of prt•lttvci t,n,k11 f()(" 
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the device dependent layer. This melds quite nicely 
with object level device programming. If a standard 
set of low level (relative to the cell) tasks are 
defined for the device level, device controllers and 
device programming languages can be built to implement 
these standard object level tasks. 
Control system implementation is another area requiring 
further development. Although control structures and 
functional modules have been defined, their implementation 
has received considerably less attention. Bourne and 
Fussell have pointed out that: 
"A procedural language design, and a single 
processor computer architecture are not 
appropriate for the tasks of a cell management 
system." 
Instead, Bourne and Fussell have opted to develop a rule 
based language which is constrained by a •et of 
grammatical constructs where "the rules are executed a• 
they are needed by the cell rather than being forced into 
a particular ~equence."C31l The team developing the 
hierarchical control systeffls at the National Bureau of 
St•ndards have attempted to overcome the deficiencies of 
procedural language •tructure• by the u•• of atat• tables 
procodural 1Angunoff~ an thoeualvos do not provide fat" 
ll2 
parallel execution or concurrency, and may not be as 
convenient as state tables for encoding complex decision 
logic. But, as is always the case, there are tradeoffs. 
State tables and rule based languages may not always be 
easy to use and easily modified. Clearly, control system 
implementation requires further development. 
Collision avoidance and multiple device interference is an 
area which will be critical to the success of 
sophisticated assembly systems. As assembly systems 
become more adaptive and begin to make dynamic run-time 
adjustments, it will be critical that devices which share 
the same workspace with other devices, be able to predict 
and avoid collisions. Work in this area will have a 
significant impact on assembly systems. 
Ill 
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